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Abstract We carried out a retrospective cohort study to

construct reference ranges for free protein S (FPS) levels

during pregnancy and identify any conditions or factors

that may affect FPS levels. Patients that were ordered

thrombophilia screening tests during gestational period

were identified. Patients demonstrated to have hereditary or

acquired thrombophilia were excluded. Reference ranges

were constructed using regression analysis. Outcome of the

index pregnancy and pregnancy complications was used to

identify any confounding factors. A total of 455 pregnant

women were included. The quadratic equation for

FPS according to gestational age (GA) was [75.497 ?

(-1.516*GA) ? 0.018*GA*GA]. FPS level and GA were

negatively correlated (Spearmans rho statistic [rs] =

-0.436, p = 0.001). FPS level and fetal growth restriction

(FGR) were negatively correlated ([rs] = -0.093,

p = 0.049). FPS level and placental abruption were posi-

tively correlated ([rs] = 0.098, p = 0.039). Stepwise linear

regression model constructed to predict FPS level with

gestational age, placental abruption and FGR as the pre-

dictor variables. Gestational age was the only variable

retaining statistically significant relation with FPS level

(v2 = 0.216, df = 3, p = 0.001). FPS levels decrease

significantly throughout gestation in gravidas without

hereditary and/or acquired thrombophilias. In patients

without thrombophilia FPS levels are not associated with

pregnancy complications. The obtained reference intervals

may be useful for the clinicians ordering FPS during

pregnancy.
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Abbreviations

APC Activated protein C

C4BP C4b-binding protein

D&C Dilatation & curettage

FGR Fetal growth restriction

FPS Free protein S

GA Gestational age

GH Gestational hypertension

PPROM Preterm-premature rupture of membranes

PS Protein S

PVD Placental vascular disorders

Introduction

Still birth, severe fetal growth restriction, placental

abruption, early onset and severe preeclampsia can be

observed in 0.2–3 % of all pregnancies [1]. Although not

all, these pregnancy complications were related to pla-

cental vascular disorders (PVD). Several systematic

reviews and few prospective studies linked PVD with

hereditary and/or acquired thrombophilias [2, 3]. In addi-

tion to the hereditary and acquired thrombophilias, preg-

nancy itself is an acquired hypercoagulable state that

enhances thrombogenic potential of these disorders. During
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pregnancy significant variation occurs in the levels of

endogenous anti-coagulant proteins [4]. Similarly, there is

significant decrease in the levels of free protein S (FPS)

which is thought to be physiologic. Theoretically, this

decrease in protein S (PS) and FPS levels may also be

offered to cause predisposition to thrombosis and PVD. In

order to differentiate between normal and abnormal during

pregnancy cut-off values had been previously proposed for

clinical use [5, 6]. However, reference curves for the ges-

tational age in weeks for FPS haven’t been established.

Herein, we construct reference ranges of FPS and analyze

factors affecting FPS level in a cohort of patients without

hereditary and acquired thrombophilia.

Materials and Methods

We performed a retrospective cohort study at obstetrics and

gynecology department of Hacettepe University School of

Medicine. Institutional review board approved the study

(protocol FON05/33). Medical records of the patients who

had admitted to our department between 2001 and 2004

were retrieved from the database system and archives.

Consecutive patients whom were ordered thrombophilia

screening tests during the gestational period were identi-

fied. The battery of ordered screening tests was anti-

thrombin, protein C, FPS, activated protein C (APC)

resistance, homocystein, lupus anticoagulant, anti-

phospholipid antibodies, factor V leiden mutation, pro-

thrombin G20210A mutation. Tests were performed once

during pregnancy and each patient was included for one

time in the study. Patients demonstrated to have hereditary

or acquired thrombophilia were excluded from the study. In

the context of acquired thrombophilia, revised Sapporo

criteria were used for the classification of antiphospholipid

antibody syndrome [7]. Patients using anticoagulant treat-

ment, patients with deep vein thrombosis and pulmonary

embolism were also excluded from the study. Complica-

tions that developed during the index pregnancy were used

to analyze and detect any factors or conditions affecting the

levels of FPS. Patients, whose thrombophilia tests that were

ordered during or after the diagnosis of adverse pregnancy

outcome/complication, were also excluded from the study.

Pregnancy complications were defined according to the

criteria below:

1. Fetal growth restriction (FGR):

a. Small for gestational age: Defined as estimated fetal

weight\10th percentile for gestational age [8, 9].

b. FGR due to placental disease: Small for gesta-

tional age patients with identified Doppler abnor-

malities without any congenital anomaly/disorder

[10, 11].

2. Gestational hypertension (GH)/Preeclampsia: Defined

as normotension prior to 20 weeks gestation, hyper-

tension (single diastolic blood pressure of 110 mm Hg

or greater, or consecutive reading of 90 mm Hg or

greater on more than one occasion at least 4 h apart,

and proteinuria (more than 300 mg per 24 h) devel-

oping after 20 weeks [12, 13] [14].

3. Preterm delivery: Defined as delivery occurring prior

to 37 completed weeks of gestation, associated with

intact membranes [15].

4. Preterm-premature rupture of membranes (PPROM):

Rupture of the amniotic membranes with release of the

amniotic fluid prior to 37 weeks of gestation [16].

PPROM patients were not added to the preterm

delivery group.

5. Oligohydramnios: Four quadrant amniotic fluid index

B5 cm [17].

6. Gestational diabetes: Diagnosed with 100 g oral glu-

cose tolerance test [18] or 75 g oral glucose tolerance

test [19].

7. Placental abruption; one or more of the following

criteria: [20].

a. The freshly delivered placenta showing evidence

of retroplacental bleeding or clot(s).

b. Placental abruption diagnosed on prenatal

ultrasound.

c. Histopathologic diagnosis.

Correlation analysis with construction of the correla-

tion matrix between patient demographics, gestational

age, pregnancy complications and FPS levels were per-

formed and evaluated in order to search for any factor

that may be affecting the FPS levels. Significant corre-

lations with large size effects according to Cohen’s

guidelines were used to indicate the presence of factors

that may affect FPS levels. We did not have any priori

assumption about the possible associations between

pregnancy complications and FPS levels. Therefore, cur-

rent study is an exploratory study. The effects of multiple

factors that were found to be related with each other were

evaluated with linear regression.

To evaluate the mean FPS levels according to trimesters

ANNOVA with post hoc tests was performed. To create

reference ranges of FPS curve-fitting was used and qua-

dratic equation was obtained. To construct percentiles,

standard deviations from four weekly periods were

obtained and curve fitting was used to create a cubic

equation for standard deviation. Then the formula

[mean ± z-score*standard deviation] was used to construct

10th and 90th percentiles. For the statistical analysis SPSS
� (Statistical Package for Social Sciences) program version

21 for Windows � was used and p \ 0.05 was considered

significant.
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Biochemical Assay

We measured FPS antigen levels by Liatest FPS kit on

STA Compact from Diagnostica Stago (Asnieres Sur

Seine, France). This is an immunoturbidimetric, antigenic

assay for FPS. The intra-and inter-assay variation coeffi-

cients at normal levels of FPS are 2.3 and 3.9 %, respec-

tively. The intra-and inter-assay variation coefficients at

low levels of FPS are 5.7 and 8.1 %, respectively [21].

Results

In the indicated study period 455 patients were identified

according to predefined selection criteria. Demographic

characteristics of the patients were summarized in the

Table 1. Complications observed in the current pregnancy

were summarized in Fig. 1 (interestingly still birth was not

observed in this selected group of patients). Fetal con-

genital anomaly rate was 2.4 %.

Mean gestational age (GA) at which FPS levels ordered

was 20.34 ± 10.3 (range 5–40) weeks. FPS levels were

ordered at first trimester, second trimester and third trimester

in 36.2, 29.9 and 33.9 % of the patients, respectively. The

scatter plot of FPS and superimposed quadratic equation

curves were given in Fig. 2. The reference lines represent the

mean, 10th and 90th percentiles. For the indicated equations

residual plots were obtained and controlled for symme-

try and linearity. The quadratic equation of FPS was

[75.497 ? (-1.516*GA) ? 0.018*GA*GA] (R-squared =

0.22). The quadratic equation for standard deviation was

[30.074 ? (-1.22*GA) ? (0.019*GA*GA)] (R-squared =

0.821). Means and 95 % CIs of the mean according to the

trimesters were provided in Table 2.

Correlation matrix was constructed for FPS, gestational

age, patient demographics, birth weight and pregnancy

complications to detect any confounding factors and

associations. Statistically significant correlations were

observed between FPS level and gestational age (Spear-

mans rho statistic [rs] = -0.436, p = 0.001), FPS level

and placental abruption ([rs] = 0.098, p = 0.039), and

between FPS level and FGR ([rs] = -0.093, p = 0.049).

Using Cohen’s guidelines with the exception of association

between FPS and gestational age the effect sizes were

small. Moreover, in the correlation matrix placental

abruption was also found to be positively correlated with

GH/preeclampsia (rs = 0.111, p = 0.018) and acute fetal

distress (rs = 0.322, p = 0.001).

Linear regression model was constructed to predict FPS

level with gestational age, placental abruption and FGR as

Table 1 Demographics

Mean ± SD/

median

Range

Age 29.2 ± 5.44 17–44

Gravidity 2a 1–8

Parity 1a 0–6

Abortion 1a 0–6

D and C 1a 0–4

Living children 1a 0–6

Birth weight (g) 3,132 ± 670 253–4,650

Gestational age at delivery (weeks) 37.8 ± 2.9 18–41

Patients with placental abruption 33.3 ± 4.3 28–38

a Median values for respective variables

Fig. 1 Rates of observed index

pregnancy complications

(n = number of observed

events)
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the predictor variables (variables found to be associated in

the correlation analysis). FGR and placental abruption were

not significantly affecting the FPS level in the model.

Gestational age was the only variable retaining statistically

significant relation with FPS level (v2 = 0.216, df = 3,

p = 0.001).

Discussion

Antithrombin, protein C, and PS function as physiologic

inhibitors of the coagulation and are, therefore, referred to

as natural anticoagulants. Deficiencies of these proteins can

lead to an imbalance in basal coagulation activity toward a

prothrombotic state. The normal pregnant woman is in a

prothrombotic state when compared with the age-matched

non-pregnant woman. The risk for thrombosis is

substantially increased in pregnant woman, and thrombosis

represents the greatest cause of maternal morbidity and

mortality [1]. During pregnancy increase in several of the

coagulation factors can be observed, and a decrease in the

natural anticoagulant system is manifested by lower levels

of PS, FPS and increased resistance to APC. PS functions

as a cofactor for the degradation of factors Va and VIIIa by

APC. PS is also capable of directly inactivating factors Va

and Xa. PS exists in equilibrium with FPS, and PS bound to

a carrier protein called C4b-binding protein (C4BP). Only

FPS is considered to be active and increased levels of

C4BP can decrease PS activity. C4BP levels are increased

during pregnancy and oral contraceptive use [22]. With

advancing gestational age both PS and FPS levels decrease.

It has been reported that lowest PS and FPS levels are

reached in the second trimester and then a plateau is

observed [4, 23, 24]. However, our study and other studies

also showed that FPS levels continue to decrease modestly

during the third trimester [5, 25, 26]. This difference

between studies may be due to sampling interval and

repeated measures design (longitudinal study) of the pre-

vious studies. In the current study, each patient contributed

one value to the reference sample (cross-sectional study) in

contrast to repeated measures design where each patient

contributes several times. Disadvantage of longitudinal

study is the loss of variability in the sample because serial

measurements on an individual are highly correlated [27,

28]. In the longitudinal study of the Szecsi et al. patients

Fig. 2 Scatter plot of the free

protein S levels with

superimposed quadratic curves

representing 10th percentile,

mean, and 90th percentile

Table 2 Free protein S levels according to trimesters

FPS

Mean ± SD 95 % CI of the mean

First trimester 62.48 ± 19.58a 59.35–65.61

Second trimester 53.36 ± 12.94a 51.05–55.67

Third trimester 44.61 ± 10.64a 42.81–46.41

a All three trimesters FPS mean levels were different from each other

(p = 0.001)
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were sampled beginning from 13 weeks and authors cre-

ated four antenatal periods (13–20, 21–28, 29–34,

35–42 weeks; first trimester was excluded). Szecsi et al.

showed that FPS doesn’t considerably change in the

29–42 weeks period. We had observed the same trend

(Fig. 2), the change in the mean FPS was modest in the

29–40 weeks period. Moreover, Fig. 2 showed that

decrease in the first trimester and second is prominent,

which was also concordant with the previous studies.

Paidas et al. [5] compared patients with pregnancy

complications and normal outcome according to PS and

protein Z levels. They showed that for all trimesters,

patients with adverse pregnancy outcome had significantly

lower PS and protein Z levels. When they evaluated

adverse pregnancy outcomes individually, patients with

FGR had the lowest mean protein Z levels and patients

with PPROM had the highest mean protein Z levels.

However, they were not able to show any statistically

significant difference for PS. From their data Paidas et al.

[5, 6] proposed cut-off values for FPS. Authors identified

30 and 25 % cut-off values for FPS in the second and third

trimesters, respectively. Reference curves that we had

obtained from our cohort also indicated similar cut-off

values (Fig. 2; Table 3). Hojo et al. [29] compared

maternal PS levels between gestations complicated with

FGR and uncomplicated gestations. PS activity in women

with FGR was significantly decreased in both second tri-

mester (36.6 ± 13.2 %) and third trimester (30.2 ±

12.2 %) compared with the control group levels. In our

study, there was weak positive correlation between pla-

cental abruption with FPS levels and weak negative cor-

relation between FGR with FPS levels. However, when the

effect of gestational age was removed these weak corre-

lations lost their significance. Very recently, association

between placental abruption and anticoagulant system was

investigated by Ananth et al. [30] in postpartum patients

within 72 h of delivery. In this study decrease in PS was

not associated with placental abruption.

In conclusion, FPS levels decrease significantly

throughout gestation in gravidas without hereditary and/or

acquired thrombophilias. Accordingly it should not be

ordered during pregnancy for diagnostic purposes. In

patients without thrombophilias FPS levels are not asso-

ciated with adverse pregnancy outcomes; therefore it does

not require any treatment. The obtained reference intervals

may be useful for the clinicians ordering FPS during

pregnancy.
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